DSGE models are currently estimated with a two-step approach: the data is first transformed and then DSGE structural parameters are estimated. Two-step procedures have problems, ranging from component misspecification to incorrect assumptions about the correlation between cyclical and non-cyclical components. In this paper, I present a one-step method, where DSGE structural parameters are jointly estimated with filtering parameters. First, I illustrate the properties of the one-step procedures using simulated data. Then, I show that different data transformations imply different structural estimates and that two-step approaches lack a statistical-based criterion to select amongst them. The one-step approach allows to choose the most likely specification of the non-cyclical component for individual series and/or to construct robust estimates by Bayesian averaging. The role of the investment specific shock as source of GDP volatility is reconsidered.
Introduction
Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE) models are now considered the benchmark for macroeconomic analysis. Models are much more complex than in the past and in the last 10 years there has been considerable progress in estimating the deep parameters of DSGE models. These improvements have allowed researchers to assess the degree of fit both in-and out-of-sample, to test counterfactual hypotheses and to evaluate policy choices. In general, DSGE models are now considered more trustworthy tools for policy analysis because of a more rigorous econometric evaluation.
Since data can be thought of as a combination of cyclical and non-cyclical movements, and since DSGE models are typically built to explain only the former, preliminary data transformations are required when the model is estimated. Applied researchers tend to have two polar procedures to estimate structural DSGE parameters: (a) first filter the data using an arbitrary statistical filter and then estimate the structural parameters with the output of the filter 1 , or (b) transform the data using a model-based specification of what the non-cyclical component is and then estimate the structural parameters with the transformed data 2 . However, both procedures have their problems.
With model-based filtering procedures, the widespread practice is to specify a unit root process in technology and consider cointegrated variables in estimation. Such an approach is unsatisfactory for at least two reasons. First, while 'great ratios' are stationary in the model, the stationarity of nominal or real great ratios in the data is dubious ( see Canova (2009)) . Second, a model-based transformation requires the exact knowledge of the nature and the number of shocks that drive non-cyclical fluctuations of the data. In the absence of such knowledge, misspecifications of all sorts may be present, which may bias estimates. A more detailed discussion of this claim is presented in the next section. On the other hand, the choice of the statistical filter is arbitrary. To avoid this arbitrariness, one could run preliminary tests to check, e.g. whether raw data has a deterministic or stochastic non-cyclical component. However, it is well known that pre-testing is not a very powerful device, especially in small samples. Moreover, in the context of DSGE estimation the pretesting is inefficient because it ignores the fact that the residuals are assumed to be the solution of the DSGE model.
In this paper, I propose an alternative method to estimate cyclical DSGE models, where structural parameters are jointly estimated with the reduced form parameters describing the non-cyclical component. I refer to this as the 'one-step' approach. The one-step approach has two important by-products. First, it allows us to select the most likely specification for the non-cyclical component for the individual series. Second, the one-step approach is suitable to account for noncyclical component uncertainty. Given that we do not know the 'true' non-cyclical process, one can construct robust structural estimates by taking a weighted average of the estimates obtained with various trend specifications.
I investigate the properties of the one-step approach using experimental data of the typical length employed in macroeconomics and demonstrate that the distortions in the parameter estimates are considerably reduced using the proposed procedure. Furthermore, I find that the Posterior Odds ratio is able to carefully select the truth among different specifications.
I apply the procedure to revisit the evidence provided in Wouters (2003, 2007) . I find interesting results. First, since different data transformations imply different cycles (see Harvey (1985) or Canova (1998) ), the data transformation largely determines estimates of the structural parameters. The ones most affected are the estimates of the exogenous processes (persistence and volatility) which mimic the duration and the amplitude of the resulting cycle: the deeper the cycles, the larger the standard deviations; the longer the cyclical fluctuations, the more persistent the shocks. These differences imply that impulse responses are different and the contributions of the structural shocks to the volatility of the observable variables distinct. In particular, when applied to the Smets and Wouters model, different procedures imply that different shocks are primarily responsible for GDP volatility at business cycle frequencies: indeed, with the two-step approaches the main sources of GDP volatility are markup shocks, regardless of the assumed properties of the non-cyclical component. With a one-step approach, the volatility of GDP does depend on the properties of the non-cyclical component, but the most likely drivers of GDP volatility are investment-specific shocks. This paper is organized as follows. Section 1.1 motivates and discusses the use of statistical approaches and model-based transformations, and Section 1.2 reviews the recent literature on the treatment of trends in DSGE models. Section 2 presents the econometric methodology and discusses the differences between twostep and one-step approaches. In Section 3 the two procedures are confronted under various Monte Carlo experiments; results and biases are reported. Section 4 presents results and conclusions using actual data. Two DSGE models are considered for estimation; a 'small' scale DSGE model is used to provide intuitions for the results and a more densely parameterized model is employed to examine sources of output volatility. Section 5 concludes.
1.1 Model-based transformations and statistical filters, a discussion.
To closely mimic the non stationary pattern of the data modern business cycles theories have proposed appealing structures where DSGE models feature persistent and permanent dynamics. In such models agents internalize that the economy displays low frequency movements and their decisions are explicitly based on the degree of persistence of the driving processes. If the presence and the nature of non stationarity were known, then rational expectations modelers would always chose the appropriate model-based transformation and reduced from representation. However, in the absence of such knowledge transformations implied by the model structures are not problem free. The widespread practice in the literature that uses such an approach has been to specify a unit root process in technology. This choice has important statistical implications: for example, the growth rate of real variables is stationary while nominal variables are stationary in level. If a drift is postulated, it can be estimated simultaneously with the other structural parameters, but for the scope of this paper what really matters is the logic for such an assumption which borders circularity (we specify a unit root because we know the data are nearly non-stationary) and that absent, additional information on the nature of the non-cyclical component is needed. Such transformation is at a minimum arbitrary, if not inconsistent with the data. For example, such an assumption implies that 'great ratios' are cyclical in the model; but in the data they are not, see Canova (2009) . In addition, as shown in Cogley and Sbodorne (2008) , not every movement in nominal variables can be treated as cyclical and one can also conceive the possibility that hours worked display important non-cyclical movements, see Chang, Doh, and Schorfheide (2007) . Moreover, if misspecification is present, in either the properties of the non-cyclical component or in its sources of fluctuations, model-based transformations might lead to important parameter biases when the model is estimated with likelihood based approaches (see Cogley (2001) ). Fourth, times series may display breaks (see Perron and Wada (2009) ) and non-cyclical parameters might be unstable along the sample, situation which cannot be accounted for with model-based transformations.
To make the point clearer, I will next present a simple example where I compare structural parameters estimates using a model-based transformation and statistical filters when some form of misspecification is present. This exercise is not meant to draw general conclusions, but just to highlight the fact that when some of the properties of the non-cyclical component are misspecified, statistical filters might be preferable to incorrect model-based transformation.
(2007), an RBC model with a unit root in technology and a unit root in the preference process 3 . This assumption implies that real variables grow at the combined rate of technology and preference process, and hours worked grow at the rate of the preference process. To obtain the time invariant policy functions, variables need to be detrended. Consistent with the model implications, cyclical real variables are defined as x t = ln X t B t A t −ln x and cyclical hours worked are defined as h t = ln H t B t −ln h, where ln B t = ln B t−1 + ε B t is the preference process and ε B t = ρ B ε B t−1 + ν B t , and ln A t = ln A t−1 + ε A t is the technology process and ε A t = ρ A ε A t−1 + ν A t . ν j t is a gaussian white noise shock with variance σ 2 j for j = A,B. Thus, in the true model the variables in levels are linked to detrended variables according to the following identities Y t = y t + ln y + ln B t + ln A t and H t = h t + ln h + ln B t , and the correct model-based transformation is given by
where ∆ is the first difference operator. I simulate data of 120 observations length for output, Y t , and hours, H t from this model and then I estimate its structural parameters under the correct assumption about the persistency of the shocks and under two different assumptions, both of which induce misspecification. In the first, I assume that the model has a unit root in technology but that the preference process is stationary and I estimate the structural parameters using the implied model-based transformation. In this case the measurement equations are
Now real variables are detrended by the technology process, i.e. y t = ln Y t A t −ln y and hours worked are stationary. Thus, I cannot compare, say, the marginal likelihood of this model against the marginal likelihood of the true model because the data used to construct the likelihood in the two cases is different (the growth rate of hours is used in one case, the level of hours in the other).
In the second case, I assume that the model is purely cyclical and I use a statistical filter to remove the fluctuations the model is not supposed to explain. Let F (y t ;τ) be the filter that extracts the non-cyclical component y τ t from the data, y t . In this case the measurement equations are I consider as the true DGP the model of Chang, Doh, and Schorfheide where x c t = x t − F (x t ;τ) with x = y,h. I fix δ = 0.025 and β = 0.99, and estimate the remaining structural parameters, (α, χ,ρ A ,ρ B ,σ B ,σ A ), where χ is the short run (Frish) labor supply elasticity and α is the capital share in production. I compare the estimate of (α, χ) as these parameters have the same interpretations in the three different specifications. Table 1 reports the posterior statistics of the estimation. The first column reports the true value, the second column displays the posterior median obtained using the correct model-based transformation, the third using an incorrect modelbased transformation, the fourth and the fifth the posterior median obtained using HP filtered and linear detrended data. Posterior distributions are computed using MCMC chains where the starting value is the true parameter vector. Two chains of 100,000 draws are employed and convergence is achieved for all the parameters.
Suppose we are interested in the estimates of the Frish elasticity and the capital share in production. Clearly, the incorrect model-based transformation performs worse than the statistical filters. The intuition for that relies on the fact that with likelihood-based methods the misspecification in the long-run component also affects the estimates of the medium-and short-run dynamics, contaminating the estimates of parameters that capture cyclical fluctuations. As Cogley (2001) puts it, "[C]ontrary to intuitions, the effects of trend misspecification are not confined to low frequencies but are spread across the entire frequency domain. Thus, operations that incorrectly damp low frequency do not remove trend specification errors and are not sufficient to construct robust estimators". In this particular case, while the pre-filtered data partially removes the trend specification errors, the incorrect structural model by assuming the stationarity of hours is spreading sizable distortions to the entire spectrum, corrupting all the estimates. Thus, while it is commonly perceived that model-based transformations are superior to statistical transformation, and this is clearly true if the underlying model is correctly specified, such a perception may be misleading when misspecification is present. Thus, it is incorrect to dismiss statistical filtering outright: there are situations like the one considered in this example, where they may provide a much better handle on the features of the cyclical component than model-based transformations.
What I would like to show is that, under misspecification, a one-step approach is superior to both types of two-step transformations.
The literature
Since the seminal paper of Cogley (2001) , few papers have analyzed the impact of misspecifications of the time series components of the data on structural parameter estimates. Fukac and Pagan (2010) propose a limited information method to deal with this problem but their analysis is confined to a single equation framework. Gorodnichenko and Ng (2010) extend Cogley's analysis and propose a robust approach which exploits all the cross-equations restrictions of the model. For estimation they use the simulated method of moments, which is prone to severe identification problems (see Canova and Sala (2009) ). I share with these papers an agnostic view about the properties of the non-cyclical component of the data, but my approach differs in three respects.
First, the proposed setup is flexible enough to permit model comparisons. Second, rather than assuming an arbitrary trend for one of the shocks, I assume that the DSGE model is build to explain only the cyclical component of the data -a much more common assumption in macroeconomics -and link the model and the observables through flexible specifications. Third, I employ a structural times series approach and likelihood based methods, as in Canova (2009) ; this avoids any data transformation before or during estimation. While Canova focuses on a unique representation of the non-cyclical component that encompasses various low frequencies behavior, the proposed estimation strategy exploits the posterior weights to average across many potential specifications, making structural parameters robust to this form of uncertainty. Finally, Canova and Ferroni (2011) propose a multiple filters (MF) method where data filtered with alternative procedures are treated as contaminated proxy of the relevant model-based quantities and the estimation is jointly carried on structural and nonstructural parameters. While with the MF method one can only make inference on the cyclical portion of the data, with a one-step approach, one can draw conclusions for levels of the variables.
Econometric Methodology
In this section, I develop the statistical framework I use to estimate the structural parameters of the model. The main idea of the one-step approach is to compute the likelihood of a system that embodies a reduced form representation for the noncyclical component and a structural representation for the cyclical component.
I assume that we observe y = {y t } T t=1 , the log of a vector of times series. I postulate that the data is made up of a non-cyclical component, y τ t , and a cyclical component, y c t , so that y t = y 
I also assume that the cyclical behavior of the data can be described by a DSGE model whose linear solution is given by
where y † t+1 represents the variables in the DSGE model; Φ and Ψ are matrices which are functions of the structural parameters of the model, θ m ; ν t+1 are mutually uncorrelated innovations of the strucural model.
Two-step approach
With the two-step (2s) approach data is first filtered and then structural DSGE parameters estimated. Assume that F τ (y t ) is the filter that extracts the non-cyclical component, y τ t , from the data. Then, the resulting cyclical component is y c t = y t − F τ (y t ). I consider three types of filters: a linear detrending filter, a first order difference filter, and the Hodrick-Prescott filter. Once y c t is obtained, we link the dynamics of the DSGE model with the cycles through a state space representation, that is
The second equation links the model-based quantities with data counterparts and S is a selection matrix which picks the variables that are observable or interesting from the point of view of the researcher. It has been widely recognized that the filtering mechanism, F τ (y t ), has a strong influence on the properties, i.e. volatility and autocorrelation, of the detrended data (see Harvey (1985) and Canova (1998) ). I acknowledge this problem in the context of DSGE models estimation. In a nutshell, different data transformations deliver distinct structural parameter estimates. As a consequence, the economic implications of DSGE models can vary substantially. The joint estimation of structural and filtering parameters allows to determine the best filtering technique via a Posterior Odds comparison.
One-step approach
In the one-step approach (1s) the likelihood is computed directly from the observables, y t , that is
As long as the filter is linear, it is easy to cast the one-step setup into a state space representation (details are in the appendix).
Linear-Trend-DSGE setup
In this specification, I assume that the non-cyclical component of the data is
where A and B are column vectors, η t is a white noise normally distributed with zero mean and variance covariance matrix, Σ η . Therefore, the filter parameters to be estimated are θ lt = [A,B,Σ η ]. I assume that the covariance matrix is diagonal, but it is straightforward to specify a full matrix, and choose one specification or the other using the Posterior Odds ratio. Similarly, if there is a strong belief that a subset of data do not display any type of non-cyclical movements, some elements of the A and B vectors can be set to zero; the restricted and the unrestricted specifications can then be compared with a Posterior Odds ratio. I will refer to this set-up as lt-dsge setup.
First-Difference-DSGE setup
In this specification I assume that the non-cyclical component of the data can be represented as y
where γ is the drift and Γ is a diagonal matrix, that have zeros or ones on the main diagonal, η t is a white noise normally distributed with zero mean and a diagonal variance covariance matrix, Σ η . Therefore, the filter parameters to be estimated are θ fd = [γ,Σ η ]. As before, various specifications for Σ η could be considered and compared against each other. Similarly, one can consider different specifications of the matrix Γ; for example, if data contains hours worked, one could specify a version where they are stationary and one where they are not, and choose the best specification via Posterior Odds comparison. I will refer to this specification as fd-dsge setup.
Hodrick-Prescott-DSGE setup
Here, I assume that y τ t is represented by
where η t+1 ∼ N(0,Σ η ), and Σ η is diagonal. Harvey and Jeager (1993) have shown that the HP filter is the optimal extractor, when y τ t is specified as in (5) and (6). Note that the ratio between the variance of η t+1 and the variance of the innovations in the cycles gives the smoothing parameter of the HP filter, λ, which is usually set to 1600 for quarterly data. In this set-up, the ratio of the variances is estimated along with the structural parameters of the DSGE model; this allows the statistical framework to be quite flexible. The filter parameters to be estimated are θ hp = Σ ζ . I assume that Σ ζ is diagonal, but it is straightforward to consider a general matrix (allowing for correlation), or a rank deficient one (so that the non-cyclical component is common across series). I will refer to this specification as hp-dsge setting.
A General Specification
Using the structure of the one-step presented in Section 2.2 one can construct a specification that encompasses the most popular specification of the non-cyclical component. Let
where η j t+1 ∼ N(0,Σ j ), and Σ j is diagonal for j = 1,2. If Σ j = 0 for j = 1,2, y τ 0 = 0 and µ t+1 = µ t = µ for all t, then we have a deterministic time trend, i.e. y τ t = µt. If Σ 2 = 0 and µ t+1 = µ t = µ for all t, then we have a unit root with drift, i.e. y τ t+1 = µ + y τ t + ε 1 t+1 . If we leave parameters unrestricted, the trend displays a smooth stochastic trend which can be interpreted as a unit root with a time varying drift. Hence, the latter system includes, as special cases, the structures which are typically thought to motivate the use of filters. For the remainder of the paper I stick with the sharp distinction between specifications of the non-cyclical component in order to have a direct comparison between the one-and two-step approaches.
Estimation
Bayesian methods are employed to obtain the posterior distribution of the structural and non-structural parameters. Posterior distributions are a combination of prior distribution of the parameters, and sample information, which is given by the likelihood of the model. In general, posterior distributions are computed using the Bayes theorem
where L (Y|θ;M) is the likelihood of the data, Y, given a model, M; θ is the vector of parameters of the model and g(θ) is the prior distribution of the parameters. In the two-step approach, we compute the posterior distribution of the parameters conditional on filtered data, y c , and on the DSGE model, M . Thus, M = M , Y = y c and θ = θ m , and the posterior distribution of parameters is
In the one-step approach, we compute the posterior distribution of the parameters conditional on the raw data, on the DSGE model and on the specification of F τ . Thus, M = {M ,F τ }, Y = y and θ = (θ m ,θ τ ), and posterior distribution of parameters is
Given the large number of parameters involved, we can not compute analytically the posterior distribution, and we need to use posterior simulators based on Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) methods. The main idea of MCMC simulators is to define a transition distribution for the parameters that induce an ergodic Markov chain. After a large number of iterations, draws obtained from the chain are draws from the limiting target distribution. Following standard practice, I use the Random Walk Metropolis algorithm (RWM). Iterated a large number of times, the RWM algorithm ensures that we get to the limiting distribution which is the target distribution that we need to sample from (for further details see also Canova (2007) , Ch. 9). Since the state spaces are not stationary, we can not use unconditional moments to start the Kalman filter. I start from an arbitrary point and a large variance covariance matrix to account for the uncertainty.
Advantages of the one-step approach
There are two main advantages of having the joint posterior distribution of structural and filtering parameters, θ = (θ m ,θ τ ). First, we can evaluate which non-cyclical specification fits the data better by calculating the relative posterior support, i.e. Posterior Odds ratio, of various specifications. The Posterior Odds ratio is constructed by comparing the Bayes Factor, which is the ratio of the predictive densities of the data conditional on different models, and prior odds, which is the ratio of prior probabilities associated with each model. The predictive density of the data, Y, conditional on the model,
In the 1s approach, the predictive density of the data, conditional on the DSGE model, M , and on the spec-
Therefore, if one wishes to compare different non-cyclical specifications (say a deterministic, F 0 , against a stochastic F 1 ), the 1s approach allows the computation of the Posterior Odds (PO) ratio,
where g(F 0 ) and g(F 1 ) are prior probabilities of each specification. With the Posterior Odds ratio and a loss function, one can select the preferred specification. In the 2s setup, the predictive density of the filtered data, y c , is p(y c |M ) = L (y c |θ;M )g(θ)dθ, with θ = θ m . Therefore, one can not compare different non-cyclical specifications because the ratio between predictive density of data filtered in different ways is meaningless -the likelihood is computed using different data.
The second main advantage of this formulation is that we can construct estimates of the structural parameters that are robust to uncertainty in the specification of the non-cyclical component. Given that we do not know the 'true' data generating process, uncertainty can be accounted for by averaging across specifications using posterior probabilities. Typically, posterior probabilities are constructed using a combination of PO ratios and they tend to degenerate to a distribution where the most likely specification has probability close to one and the remaining are close to zero. The latter result is frequent in the context of DSGE models and makes Bayesian averaging difficult. Geweke and Amisano (2011) show that this arises from the assumption that within the pool of models there is the 'true' one. Given a data generating process D that produces y, they show that a limiting optimal prediction pool exists, and unless one of the models considered coincides with D, several of the weights are typically positive. In contrast, the posterior probability of a certain model with the smallest Kullback-Leibler directed distance from D will tend to one and the others to zero. Let y t−1 = {y t−1 ,...,y 1 } and let F 1 ,F 2 ,...,F K be the pool of specifications of the non-cyclical component, then the posterior probabilities assigned to each specifications are computed in order to maximize the following
we can build a posterior distribution of the structural parameters by averaging out the reduced form parameters of the non-cyclical component, i.e.
In this section, I investigate how the proposed procedure fares with simulated data and compare the estimates of a one-step procedure and two-step estimates with statistical or model-based transformations. Since parameters are treated as random variables and since we compute posterior distributions and not estimators, the concept of bias makes little sense in a Bayesian framework. However, for our scope it is insightful to measure the relative distance of the two approaches between the posterior distribution of the parameters and the population values. With a small abuse of terminology I will refer to this as parameter bias. Under the correct assumption of the underlying non-cyclical component, I find that one-step estimates appear to be strictly less biased and more precise than the ones obtained with a two-step approach. I also find that under different types of misspecification the bias obtained with the proposed approach is reduced.
Furthermore, I check whether Posterior Odds ratios provide a good criterion to select among different non-cyclical component specifications, and perform a series of Monte Carlo experiments where I simulated 16 data sets, half of which have a deterministic non-cyclical component and half a stochastic one. In most of the cases (15), the one-step approach is able to recover the true non-cyclical component process through Posterior Odds ratios.
The Data Generating Process
The model I use to generate the cyclical component of the data is the baseline version of the New Keynesian (NK) model where, producers face restrictions in the price setting process, households maximize a stream of future utility and a monetary authority sets the nominal interest rate following a simple Taylor rule. The economy is perturbed by four persistent but stationary exogenous processes. The equilibrium conditions of the prototype economy, where all variables are expressed in log deviations from the steady state, are 4
In this economy there is no capital accumulation nor government spending, thus output, gd p t , is entirely absorbed by consumption, i.e. c t = gd p t . Equation (7) gives the value for the marginal utility of consumption, λ t , which depends negatively on consumption since the elasticity of intertemporal substitution, σ c , is positive. The shadow value of consumption is also hit by a preference shock, ε B t , which I assume to follow an AR(1) process, i.e. ε B t = ρ B ε B t−1 + ν B t . Equation (8) is the constant return to scale production function, by which output is produced with labor, h t . Total factor productivity, ε A t , is assumed to be a stationary AR(1) process, i.e. ε A t = ρ A ε A t−1 + ν A t . The difference between real wage, ω t , and the marginal product of labor, y t − h t , defines the marginal cost, mc t , equation (9). Wage depends positively on hours worked, where σ n is the inverse of the Frish elasticity of labor supply. Equation (11) is the monetary rule. Equation (12) is the standard Euler equation, where β is the time discount factor. It states that current marginal utility of consumption depends positively on its future expected value and on the ex-ante real interest rate, r t − E t π t+1 . Equation (13) [0.008,0,0.005,0] , and a stochastic non-cyclical component, y τ t+1 = y τ t + µ t and µ t+1 = µ t +η t+1 where η t ∼ N(0,diag(0.001,0,0.001,0)) and µ 0 = y τ 0 = 0. While in most of the cases I assume that cyclical and non-cyclical components are independent and time invariant, I also consider situations where the two are correlated or the non-cyclical component is subject to time breaks. Finally, I consider a modelbased specification where the technology process has two components: a time trend part and an AR(1) part, i.e. A t = exp{γt + ε A t }, so that x τ t = γt for x = gd p,w and zero for the other variables. I generate data of 300 observations length; I discarded the first 140 observations and keep the last 160 for estimation, which represents 40 years of quarterly data observations. The first row of table 2 reports the population values used to generate the data.
Priors are pretty standard and centered around the true values. I assumed Beta distribution for those parameters that must lie in the 0-1 interval, like ρ R , ζ p , ρ B , ρ A , and uniform distributions for standard deviations. The remaining parameters have normal distributions. β is fixed to 0.99. To obtain posterior distributions of the parameters I employ a RWM algorithm setting the number of iterations to 200,000 and using as starting values the true population values. The variance of the algorithm is tuned in order to have an acceptance rate of about 30 percent. Convergence has checked with standard CUMSUM statistics and achieved after less than 100,000 draws. I keep one out of a hundred of the last 100,000 draws to compute statistics.
Parameters estimates and PO comparisons
Structural parameters, θ m , are estimated using the two approaches. Table 2 displays the median and standard deviations (in parenthesis) of the one and two-step approach under different settings. The first two blocks of Table 2 present the posterior statistics of the two methods under the correct assumptions using a deterministic and a stochastic non-cyclical component specification. For the two-step at the first stage data is linearly detrended in the deterministic set-up and is filtered with the HP filter in the stochastic setting. The third and fourth blocks show the same statistics with the (Misspecification I), i.e. when the true non-cyclical component is deterministic (stochastic) and the estimation is carried with the stochastic (deterministic) set-up. The fifth and sixth blocks report the estimates when the assumption about the correlation between cyclical and non-cyclical components is incorrect, (Misspecification II). In particular, I simulate data assuming that y τ t = A+Bt +η t +Cε A t for the deterministic set-up and y τ t+1 = y τ t +µ t +Cε A t for the stochastic set-up, where C = [1,0,1,0]. Thus, cyclical technological changes have a permanent effect on the non-cyclical components of GDP and real wages. The estimation is carried assuming that cyclical and non-cyclical components are independent, i.e. C = 0. In the seventh and eighth blocks, I report the estimates using data that features discrete breaks in the non-cyclical component (Misspecification III). In particular, I simulate a set of data that features a slowdown in linear time trend of output in the middle of the sample and a set of data where the long-run value of inflation changes from high to low in the middle of the sample 5 . I estimate the structural parameter of the model using a two-step procedure where the econometrician ignores that there are time variations and using a one-step approach with the hp-dsge specification. The last block of the table presents the estimates using an incorrect model-based transformation and using a one-step procedure (Misspecification IV). In particular, while the model has a time trend, I estimate structural parameters postulating a unit root in the technology process, i.e. A t = A t−1 exp{ε A t }, thus the measurements equations are ∆GDP t = ∆gd p t + ε A t , H t = h t , ∆W t = ∆ω t + ε A t , Π t = π t . Finally, the last column of the Table 2 displays an overall measure of distortion, and it is computed by a quadratic loss function of the from
In particular, in the case of the productivity slowdown I assume that the slope of the time trend in output and wages is 0.016 in the first subsample and 0.014 in the second. In the case of change in long run inflation, I assume that the intercept of inflation is 3 in the first subsample and 2.8 in the second one. A few common considerations are worth mentioning. First, regardless of the approach the response of the monetary policy to inflation, ρ π , is typically overestimated and this is partially due to the large estimates of the autoregressive component of the interest rate rule. This induces a distortion in the Taylor rule which is compensated by larger policy adjustments, thus larger estimates of the standard deviation of monetary policy shock. Second, the elasticity of intertemporal substitution and the elasticity of labor supply are distorted, typically overestimating the former and underestimating the latter. These distortions alter the optimal substitution between labor and consumption, that is ω t = σ c y t − ε B t + σ n h t , and corrupt the perception of the preference shock which is estimated 'too' volatile and weakly persistent.
While these considerations apply to both approaches no matter what the underlying non-cyclical component is, the degree of contamination is larger for twostep procedures. Turning to each assumption about the data generation process, we can notice that under the correct specification the one-step procedure is superior: in fact, in the deterministic case eleven out of twelve parameter estimates are less biased than the corresponding values for the two-step procedure, and in the stochastic setting none of the two-step estimates is less bias than the median estimates the one-step approach. These results hold in small samples and differences in relative bias tend to disappear as we enlarge the sample length. We would arrive at similar conclusions we if we contrasted the quadratic loss function of one-and two-step methods, where typically the former is smaller.
Under the first type of misspecification, we can notice that when the true non-cyclical component is deterministic and estimated as if it were stochastic (third block of table 2) the parameter estimates are as much distorted as in the correct specification case. This is mainly due to the fact that specification hp-dsge (subsection 2.2.3) is very flexible and able to capture several low frequency movements, including time trends. Hence, it is not surprising that posterior statistics are comparable to the those obtained in the no misspecification case. However, being more flexible the one-step estimates turn out to be closer to the true population values than the ones with HP filtered data. In fact, only in one case the estimates with a two-step transformation are less distorted then the estimates of the one-step procedure. On the other hand, parameter estimates are more distorted when the true non-cyclical component is stochastic and the estimation is carried with a deterministic specification (fourth block of table 2), and this distortion appears to be the most severe one. Policy parameters are seriously affected, particularly the response to the output gap, (1−ρ r )ρ y , which is estimated to be almost zero whereas the true value is 0.12. This suggests that deterministic non-cyclical specifications perform very poorly when the underlying non-cyclical component is stochastic. However, the one-step approach is still superior since in only four cases out of twelve the twostep estimates are less biased then the ones obtained with a one-step procedure.
The second type of misspecification is quite severe as well, since it induces a non-zero correlation between cyclical and non-cyclical components which is completely disregarded during estimation. This contaminates the structural parameters estimates which turn out to be very biased. Policy parameters display important twists, i.e. the policy response to inflation is overestimated and the response to output gap underestimated, and the two elasticities are seriously biased. To compensate for these distortions the magnitude of the standard deviations the structural shocks are typically overestimated. The degree of bias of the two approaches is similar and the quadratic loss under the two approaches is comparable.
In the third type of misspecification -where we introduce discrete time breaks -we notice that the one-step estimates are generally less bias than the ones obtained with a two-step approach. Even though the magnitude of the time variation is small, the parameters estimates are sensitive to the incorrect specification of the long-run dynamics. In particular, the monetary policy parameters are primarily distorted, e.g. the response of inflation is overestimated by 80% in a productivity slowdown and underestimated by 40% in a change of the long-run inflation.
Finally, the last set of comparison (last block of table 2) is among the estimates using an incorrect model-based transformation and a hp-dsge specification, misspecification of type IV. While the one-step procedure presents the same problems that we encountered before, i.e. that the policy responses are typically distorted, the model-based transformation displays more important distortions. In particular, the parameters that control the curvature of the utility function, σ c and σ n , appear to be seriously biased with a two-step transformation, twisting income and substitution effects. While a model-based transformation induces a much stronger substitution effect, the one-step approach is able to capture the true substitution effect that the data displays. In general, the estimates of nine parameters out of twelve with a two-step transformation are more distorted then the corresponding values for the one-step procedure. The overall bias measured by the quadratic loss of the incorrect model-based transformation is much larger than the corresponding loss of the one-step approach.
Overall, the biases present when two-step transformations are used in the estimation are reduced or eliminated using one-step procedure, regardless of the assumptions about the true underlying non-cyclical component.
The second issue to address is the ability of the one-step approach to recover the 'true' non-cyclical component. If we were to decide which specification to select, is the one-step procedure able to carefully select the correct non-cyclical specification ? To this end, I generate different data sets using four different population values, considering different persistency and volatility of the shocks. Table  3 reports the difference between the logarithm of Posterior Odds of the lt-dsge and hp-dsge specification, i.e. ln PO lt,hp = ln p(y|M ,F lt ) − ln p(y|M ,F hp ), of 16 different data sets constructed using four different population values with different persistency and volatility of the structural shocks. I assume that the two specifications are equally ex ante probable. For all the setups considered I obtain positive values for ln p(y|M ,F j ) with j = lt,hp. Thus, when the 'true' non-cyclical com- ponent is deterministic (stochastic), the log of Posterior Odds should be positive (negative). Except in one case (out of 16), the one-step approach is able to recover the true data generating process.
Actual Data
In this section, I apply the procedure to revisit the evidence provided by Wouters (2003, 2007) . Interesting results emerge. First, since different data transformations imply different cyclical movements, the estimated structural parameters are largely influenced by the data transformation. Second, I find that in a small scale DSGE model exogenous processes tend to mimic the statistical features of the cycles (i.e. duration and amplitude). These differences imply that impulse responses are different and the contributions of the structural shocks to the volatility of the observable variables are distinct. In particular, when applied to the Smets and Wouters model different procedures imply that different shocks are primarily responsible for GDP volatility at business cycles frequencies: with a two-step approaches the main sources of GDP volatility are markup shocks, regardless of the assumed properties of the non-cyclical component. With a one-step approach the volatility of GDP does depend on the properties of the non-cyclical component, but the most likely drivers of GDP volatility are investment-specific shocks.
Data transformations and structural estimates
I use quarterly values of GDP, real wages, hours worked and inflation from 1964:1 to 2007:2. Times series are from the FRED database of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. Hours worked are constructed by multiplying the average hours of production workers times the ratio of total employees over the civilian population. Inflation is calculated annualizing the quarterly growth rate of the GDP deflator. (2) 2s (3) 1s (4) 2s (5) 1s (6) Table 4 reports estimates of the 'deep' parameters using 2s and 1s approaches for the NK model presented in the previous section. In the 2s setup (columns (1),(3),(5)) many parameter estimates are statically different across different filtered data. These large differences are due to the filter used: indeed, each filter extracts cycles with properties statistically different from each other. Different cycles determine a different shape for the likelihood function, which implies statistically different estimates.
For example, consider the estimates of the autoregressive coefficients. Looking at the cyclical component extracted by the filter, we can notice that linear detrended data are very persistent (see top row of Figure 1 ) compared to other data transformation. This occurs because a linear detrending filter does not entirely remove the low frequencies from the spectral density representation, and leaves in the spectrum a large portion of persistent fluctuations. This pushes upward the estimates of the AR coefficients of the exogenous driving forces. At the same time, a persistent process distorts the agents perception of the shocks of the economy and thus alters their optimality conditions; in particular, a persistent preference shock affects the estimates of the elasticities in the household's intra-temporal optimality condition. The direction of the contamination is not clear because behavioral parameters enter in a non-linear fashion during estimation. Similarly, a first difference filter extracts a very noisy cyclical component (bottom row of Figure 1 ), which pushes downward the estimates of the autoregressive coefficients with opposite effects upon the household's decision rules. Figure 1: Plots of filtered data; from left to right GDP, hour worked, real wages and inflation. Form top to bottom, linear detrended data, hp filtered data and first differenced data. Inflation is demeaned.
Moreover, the amplitude of the cycles affects the magnitude of the structural standard deviations. Comparing the three rows, we note that the deepest cycles are the ones given by a linear detrending filter. The latter ranking implies a similar ordering in the magnitude of the estimates of structural standard deviations: in fact, the estimates of structural standard deviations are the largest using linear detrended data, followed by the estimates obtained with first difference data and by the estimates obtained with HP filtered data.
Looking at columns (2), (4), (6) which contain 1s estimates, the first thing to notice is that large differences in the parameter estimates of exogenous processes reduce. For example, in the 2s approach the range of the median estimates of the autoregressive parameters is 0.51-0.98 for ρ B and 0.38-0.98 for ρ a . In the 1s approach, autoregressive coefficient median estimates vary from 0.57 to 0.79 for ρ B , and from 0.48 to 0.85 for ρ a . In general, in the one-step set-up median estimates of structural parameters shrink across different specifications of the non-cyclical component.
With different structural estimates policy implications are clearly different; for example, impulse responses look distinct. Figure 2 reports the response of GDP, represents the response of a variable using linear detrended data (dotted lines give the 90% credible set), the dash dotted line shows the response of a variable using first difference filtered data and the dashed line the response of a variable with hp filtered data. Responses are different: in most of the cases the median values of the estimates with HP filtered or first differenced data do not fall in the 90% credible set with linear detrended data. Moreover, notice that the effect of a positive demand shock to wages is completely different according to the filter used: in fact, it induces a positive reply with first difference data or a negative one with linear detrended data. Given this outcome, which impulse responses should we choose ? Which estimates should we thrust ? With the two-step method it is difficult to answer, since we do not have a statistical-based criterium to select among different DSGE estimates. The one-step approach can easily deal with this question. The bottom part of Table 4 presents the priors, posterior densities and Posterior Odds for the three different specifications. Differences in posterior density of data are quite large across specifications. Data clearly prefers a specification with unit roots in the long run dynamics. The hp-dsge specification has the lowest posterior data density; in order to choose a smooth integrated non-cyclical component over a linear time trend, we need a prior probability 6.4 * 10 13 (= exp(31.8)) times larger for the hp-dsge specification than the prior probability on lt-dsge setup. Comparing a linear deterministic with a unit root specification, the log of PO clearly reveals the preference of the unit root over a linear deterministic setup. In order to choose a linear over a unit root specification, we need a prior probability of 3.6 * 10 42 time larger for the lt-dsge specification than the prior probability on fd-dsge setup. Therefore, I conclude that the specification with unit root considerably improves the fit relative to the other non-cyclical component specifications. Turning to the the question of interest, Figure 3 shows the effect of an increase in the demand and the supply shock to the variables considered using a 1s approach. The solid line represents the response using the median values for the parameters estimates with lt-dsge setup, the dashed line shows the response with the hp-dsge, the dash dotted line the response with the fd-dsge setup. Given the results in terms of PO, the most likely impulse responses are the ones given by the fd-dsge setup.
If we are not willing to discard any specification of the non-cyclical component, then we could use the weights as specified in Geweke and Amisano (2011) . The last row of Table 4 reports the optimal prediction pool, where the fd-dsge specification has a weight of 80% and the other two specification of roughly 10%. The last column displays the average estimates among specifications using such weights. employment, real wages and inflation to a one percent increase in the preference and technology shock using median estimates of the 2s approach. The solid line 
Sources of GDP volatility
In this section I revisit the evidence provided by Wouters (2003, 2007) on the shocks mainly responsible for the volatility of GDP. To this aim, I borrow the model of (hereafter SW) with sticky price and wages and with price and wage indexation. The model considered here is identical except for two aspects. First, SW assume a labor augmenting deterministic growth rate, γ t , in the production function, i.e. Y t (i) = ε a t K t (i) α [γ t N t (i)] 1−α . This implies that the long run dynamics are entirely determined by the parameter γ, which makes GDP, real wages, capital, consumption and investment grow at the same rate in the model. I assume that γ = 1 and let the long run dynamics be determined by the non-cyclical specifications presented in Section 2.2. Second, I consider a simpler version of the Taylor rule, i.e. r t = ρ R r t−1 + (1 − ρ R )(ρ π π t + ρ y y t ) + ν r t . As in SW, I assume that we observe quarterly values for GDP, hours worked, consumption, investment, real wages, inflation and the nominal interest rate, i.e. y t = [GDP t ,N t ,C t ,I t ,W t ,Π t ,R t ]. The cyclical component, y c t , of the vector of observed times series evolves according to equation (2). Priors selection is similar to SW with two exceptions 6 . I assume a rather larger prior standard deviation for price and wage indexation, 0.28 instead of 0.15. Moreover, the priors for the standard deviations have an Inverse Gamma with mean and standard deviation of 0.25. I use the same database of SW, which is available on the American Economic Review website, and the sample estimated goes from 1966:1 to 2004:4. I run 1,000,000 draws and I tune up the RWM variance in order to achieve a 30%-40% acceptance rate.
One important implication of the estimated SW model is the negligible role of technology shocks as a driving forces of business cycle fluctuations. In general, estimated DSGE models tend to explain the volatility of output manly in terms of mark-up shocks 7 , thus giving more importance to nominal innovations rather than to real ones. However, in the case of investment-specific shocks a striking contradiction emerges. With a VA R with a long run restriction on the relative price of capital equipment, Fisher (2006) estimates that the investment-specific shock may explain 40-60% of the volatility of output. The two-step estimates confirms the predominant role of mark-up shocks in explaining the GDP volatility. Figure 4 reports the k-step ahead forecast error of GDP in terms of structural shocks. The top-left plot represents the decomposition using the median values for the parameter estimates with HP filtered data; the top-right plot shows the decomposition with linear detrended data, the bottom plot displays the decomposition with first difference data. Clearly, either price or wage mark-up shocks are the driving forces of GDP fluctuations. This implication changes in the one-step setup. According to the way in which we treat the data, the relative importance of structural shocks in explaining output volatility is distinct. Figure 5 plots the variance decomposition of GDP in terms of the exogenous processes with the one-step approach. The top-left plot represents the decomposition using the median values for the parameter estimates with with the hp-dsge set-up, the top right plot the decomposition with with the lt-dsge set-up, the bottom plot the decomposition using with the fd-dsge set-up. In fact, the figure shows that with the hp-dsge set-up the main source of output volatility is given by the price mark-up, whereas with the fd-dsge specification shocks to 6 In the appendix, I report the log linearized equilibrium conditions. Table 6 shows the set of parameters estimated and prior assumptions: there are 18 behavioral parameters, 10 autoregressive and moving average coefficients and 7 standard deviations. In addition, I also estimate a number of filtering parameters; 7 for the hp-dsge setup and 14 for the lt-dsge and fd-dsge setups. 7 In this respect, the only exception is Justinano et al. (2010) where they found that investment specific shocks explain 50% of the unconditional volatility of GDP. However, they point at the measure of investment and they show that a proxi for investment which includes durable consumption produces investment to be more procyclical and more volatile. As a consequence, shocks to investment become the fundamental force that drives BC fluctuations. Here, since I use the same dataset, I point at the cyclical and non-cyclical decomposition as being responsible for such a result. Figure 4 : Va r i a n c e decomposition of GDP in terms of the exogenous processes with the two-step approach. The x-axis indicates the k-steps ahead error.
total factor productivity and investment specific shocks explain almost all the GDP variance.
lt-dsge hp-dsge fd-dsge g(F j ) 1/3 1/3 1/3 ln p(y|M ,F j ) -1135 -1217 -1049 ln PO w.r.t lt-dsge 0.0 -82.3 85.8 Table 5 : Posterior Odds across specifications.
As before, we could compute PO ratios and select the non-cyclical component specification whose fit is superior to the other specifications. Data strictly prefers a specification with unit root in the non-cyclical dynamics. Therefore, it is more likely that the GDP volatility is explained by investment-specific shock rather then markup disturbances.
Conclusion
Current DSGE estimates involve a two-step procedure, where data is transformed and then structural parameters are estimated. In this paper, I propose an alternative approach to estimate DSGE structural parameters. The method combines a reduced form representation for the long-run dynamics of the data and a structural representation for the cycles so that structural and non structural parameters are jointly estimated. The methodology has been confronted with current two-step procedure in reasonable Monte Carlo experiments. Simulation results indicate that the one-step approach has desirable properties in small samples; indeed, the procedure showed to be robust to various types of misspecifications. Furthermore, in almost all the cases the one-step approach is able to recover the 'true' trend generating process. When the two approaches are compared with real data, interesting results emerge. Structural parameter estimates and model implications are quite sensitive to data transformations. While two-step methods lacks a statistical-based criterion to select the most likely data transformation, the one-step approach provides a natural benchmark to choose among different specifications of the non-cyclical component. Moreover, different implications arise in terms of sources of GDP volatility at business cycles frequencies. I found that the most likely contribution to GDP volatility is given by investment-specific shocks.
Finally, I would like to stress two points already mentioned in the paper. Although theoretically appealing, model-based transformations are as problematic as any statistical filtering. Specification errors are likely to be important and the resulting estimates biased. Moreover, since we are able to solve models only when the non-cyclical shocks are of certain type (technology or relative price of investment), computational rather then economic considerations may drive model-based assumptions. Second, the probably more appropriate approach of employing timevarying models to jointly explain cyclical and non-cyclical fluctuations is currently unfeasible. Many reasons make this enterprise difficult to pursue. First, jointly modeling cyclical and non-cyclical fluctuations poses important theoretical challenges. In fact, there are few known mechanisms which are able to propagate temporary shocks for a long period of time (we need, for example, R&D, as in Comin and Gertler (2006) ). Second, to jointly account for both types of fluctuations we need to precisely measure the features of non-cyclical dynamics. Relatively short reliable time series and breaks of various sorts make the data largely uninformative about these features. Third, although some progress in this respect has been reported by Fernandez-Villaverde and Rubio-Ramirez (2007) , time varying structures are difficult to deal with in theory and hard to handle computationally.
In this respect, the paper proposes a simple alternative framework less prone to arbitrary choices and more robust to handle the uncertainty surrounding the noncyclical movements. In this sense, the paper constitutes a step forward in improving the reliability of inferential exercises in DSGE models.
A Appendix
I present briefly the RBC model with two unit roots proposed by Chang, Doh, and Schorfheide (2007) . The objective function of the representative household is
where C t is consumption, H t is hours worked and B t is a preference process that evolves according to a unit root, where ln B t = ln B t−1 + ε B t , ε B t = ρ B ε B t−1 + ν B t and ν A t ∼ N(0,σ 2 A ). χ is the short run (Frish) labor supply elasticity. Household maximizes its objective function subject to the intertemporal budget constraint, C t + K t − (1 − δ)K t−1 = W t H t + R t K t−1 , where δ is the capital depreciation rate, W t is real wage and R t is the rental rate of capital. The first order conditions are:
process which follows a unit root, i.e. ln A t = ln A t−1 + ε A t , ε A t = ρ A ε A t−1 + ν A t and ν A t ∼ N(0,σ 2 A ). Finally the resource constraint is C t + K t − (1 − δ)K t−1 = Y t . I define x t = X t B t A t for x = c,y,k and h t = H t B t . Then we can rewrite the equilibrium conditions as y t = c t + k t − (1 − δ)k t−1 exp(−ε In this section, I report also the loglinearized equation of the SW model. Details on the model assumptions and its derivation can be found on the website of the American Economic Review. (1), (2) and (3) Equations (1), (2) and (5)- (6) can be cast into the linear state space representation (14) and (15), by setting Y t = y t , s t = y τ t µ t y † 
